
Sevenoaks Camera Club
Affiliated to

The Photographic Alliance of Great Britain through The Kent County Photographic Association

Minutes of Committee Meeting 
Monday 30th July 2018 : 7.30pm

Chairmanʼs House 

1. a.  Apologies for absence :   Lynda Atkinson

    b.  Present : Brian Tabor, Derek Medhurst, Derek Griffin, Mike Robinson,
                         Susan Wilkinson, Sandy Wyndham, Peter Dillon, Paul Simons
         ( Names sometimes abbreviated to BT, DM, DG, MR, SuW, SaW, PD, PS, LA in these minutes)

2.     Minutes  
    The minutes from 22nd March were approved by those present and signed by Brian Tabor.
    

        Information and Progress to Report from the last meeting :
a.   Knole 10k run was photographed by three club members on Sunday 8th April.    
      The Rotary Club thanked our photographers.  No celebrities were present.
b.   Paul Dunmall was unable to attend the Club meeting on 16th April, and an  
      excellent evening along similar lines was managed by Peter Dillon.  The 
      committee expressed their thanks to Peter and said the format should be repeated.
c.   Derek Medhurst put a GDPR policy in place and it is available on the website.  
      The committee thanked him for all his hard work on this.
d.   The exhibition ran successfully from 13th to 30th June.
e.   Mike Robinson and two other members photographed a rehearsal and the following 

musical performance at Shoreham Church.  The organiser expressed his thanks for the 
pictures, and the photographers are planning to produce an AV for him.

f.    A Kentish Opera Production at the Stag was photographed by our members.
        

3.    Welcome to new members and discussion of responsibilities :
        Sandy Wyndham was welcomed as Programme Secretary on her first meeting 
        since being elected at the AGM.
        Paul Simons was welcomed, and officially co-opted onto the committee as External 
        Competition Secretary.  He takes the place of Roy Smart, but volunteered for the 
        role after the AGM so was not elected.
Both Sandy and Paul have been briefed by previous office holders and have started work, but the 
meeting ran through some of the responsibilities that have caused queries in the past.  
For programme planning :  The need to space out competitions was mentioned, though Barbara 
Coleyshaw has already acted on this for the present season.  Continuing evaluation is needed.
It was suggested that the Print Final (and PDI final) could be abandoned and replaced by the 
exhibition judging, though not for the coming season.
MR has given Sandy (SaW) a budget target to try to stick to for judges and speakers for the 2019 
- 2020 season, though we can afford a little more if necessary.  
DG mentioned that he has some 15min free films that could be used if needed. 
The KCPA Facebook group has some useful reviews of speakers. 
General committee tasks :
MR pays speakers and judges on the night, and needs to be included in the list of members sent 
information about speakerʼs requirements before the meeting, so he is prepared with cheque or 
cash.  It was agreed that this information should be sent out to the whole committee.   
SaW sends out reminders to speakers, tells the committee about their requirements and thanks 
them afterwards.



PD sends out reminders to print judges and the committee decided he should send them the 
relevant competition rules at the same time.  He thanks them afterwards. 
DG sends out reminders to PDI judges, and should send them the relevant competition rules 
at the same time.  He thanks them afterwards. 
Following a suggestion from a judge who was delayed in traffic, the appropriate committee 
member will give speaker or judge their mobile number and the chairman for that nightʼs 
mobile number so that they have a way of contacting us if they are delayed.  (It was noted that 
mobile reception in the Hall is poor though.)
External Competition planning :
The External Competition Secretary (PS) arranges selection committee meetings.
PD asked only to come to selection of prints, not PDIs.

4.    Exhibition
The exhibition was run successfully.  BT volunteered to coordinate the exhibition next year as 
he has for the past two years.
The exhibition cannot be during the Sevenoaks Festival next year, so we decided to ask for three 
weeks in June.  It cannot be much earlier, as people want to use prints from the print final in the 
exhibition.  BT will contact the SVAF for dates.  DM has joined the SVAF.
DM, DG, SaW and LA also helped with exhibition organisation and DM has sent the SVAF an e-
mail with our idea of the trend in attendees.  (We didnʼt read the numbers on the door of the 
exhibition room before and afterwards.) DM will send this e-mail to the committee for their 
information.  (done 6th August)

Club Members and Visitor participation :
DM analysed the public vote and the visitorʼs book and found that the average was four 
comments in the book per day.  The votes were 15/16 per day, less than around 25 last year.  
SuW says that she counted more small childrenʼs votes last year.  Visitor numbers seem to be at 
least steady, perhaps slightly increasing.
DM has found there has been no correlation over several years between the number of attendees 
and whether or not our exhibition coincides with Sevenoaks Festival.
Members entered about the maximum number of prints this year (93) and the number of PDIs 
was 87, which was better than last year.
The exhibition made a small profit because we didnʼt have to replace any frames.

Publicity :
Publicity has been intensive this year as it was last year.  SaW did a great job on getting mentions 
in the free magazines.  £49 was spent on an advertisement in the Sevenoaks Advertiser, and the 
Advertiser also includes the dates of our regular meetings for free.  This is continuing for this 
season.
The flyers went well : 1000 were printed and 600 distributed, but more could be handed out in 
future with experience of how many were left this time.
Some schools did have the flyer on their notice boards, but more publicity could go to schools.  
(Perhaps it was school visits last year that led to more childrenʼs votes?)
Radio Kent mentioned the exhibition again.  
Feedback from attendees where it was asked for, showed very varied sources of their 
information, and that all different types of publicity were at least partially effective.  Like recruiting 
members for the Club, word of mouth to friends was probably the most effective publicity.
People who visited on Saturdays appreciated having the PDIs as well as prints.

Comments and matters arising :
PD requested that the memberʼs ordinary competition entry number be included on entry forms.  
We also need to include on entry forms permission to use pictures on the website.

Committee members commented on shortness of the judges comments, restricted to only the two 
winners and imagination winners.  However, she had expressed a view that it would be unfair to 
comment on some highly commended images and not others.  



Setup takes about half a day and take down about 2 hours with a team of eight.
BT commented that there would be less wear and tear on frames in the process of putting up and 
taking down if they could be kept in containers that were big enough to take the brackets 
extended so they didnʼt have to be turned round.  Members agreed that if suitable plastic boxes 
could be found the small exhibition profit could be spent on them.  BT stores the frames so will 
look out for boxes.
A view was expressed that prints could be hung without being limited to two rows.  A visitorʼs 
comment asked for more space between prints.  A member suggested we should show at least 
one full-size print panel.
It was suggested that someone should become Patʼs apprentice in how to arrange the hanging 
and other exhibition planning done by Pat, giving us back-up in case of need..
Methods of hanging other than screwing frames onto the wall, such as gecko tape, might make 
things easier.  BT will ask Ros the SVAF coordinator whether there are any alternative hanging 
methods allowed.

5.      Actions for Beginning of next season

Shoreham Heavy Horse Show : 2nd September
Graham Usher has this under control but members coming to take over the stand for a time would 
be welcome.  A big effort to sell the calendar is being made by the Lions this year.  Volunteers 
who expect to be able to turn up and help are BT, Graham, SuW, DG and SaW.   BT will send 
round a note to members reminding them of the event.

Club Night 3rd September :
In the past we have done a quiz using a person from the KCPA list.  This was a very successful 
method of social integration.
Last year Roger gave an excellent talk on his approach to travel photography and this was 
followed by a social gathering with membersʼ pictures on display round the hall and cakes.
We decided to try to repeat this this year and a couple of members were mentioned as excellent 
speakers, to talk on a subject of their choice, or just show us their holiday snaps.
BT will contact members to see whether any are willing to give an approximately 25min talk.  If 
this goes ahead then SuW will contact members about prints and will bring cake. 
(Speaker found and e-mail sent on14th aug)
The Club offered a free club membership to be included in the Town Mayorʼs silent auction, and 
this was won by a local professional photographer.  We should look out for him and welcome him 
if he comes.
Instruction on print mounting has been requested, but PD is continuing his offer to do it for 
members, and various members such as BT and others are happy to demonstrate individually at 
home, so it was decided not to include a demonstration in the first meeting.

DM has the names of seven possible new members to contact and remind about the start of 
the season, including two who came last year both of whom SW has contacted over the summer, 
and five people who have made enquiries through the website.
        
6.     GDPR
        We need to review our compliance with GDPR annually.
It was agreed that this would be done at the committee meeting before the AGM.

DM has already changed the membership application form to ensure everyone affirms that they 
have read the Clubʼs data protection policy, and to make all renewing members fill in their details 
so that we can ensure that they are accurate.
LA will ensure that committee members get notification of any changes to contact details.
If anyone needs to make contact with a member and is unsure about their details, another source 
is from Google Group all Member list.  This gives all committee members access to a list of e-mail 
addresses that is up to date, provided that they have a Google account.
PD will amend the Help form to include permission to release the personʼs details, and send it 
to SW.  (Done : 31st July 2018)



SuW will redo the Challenge Sheet so that it includes a statement that signing up gives the 
organiser permission to release e-mail addresses and telephone numbers to other members of 
each Challenge team.
The Tripartite competition is being held at Sevenoaks this coming season.  PS will need to ask 
his contacts at Selsdon and Tandridge to make sure they have permission from their 
photographers to use the images they bring.  PS also needs permission from all our Club 
photographers whose images are to be used in an external competition.  
For the next exhibition it would be helpful to get a permission to use images on the website 
included on the application form.
Whether we should have a catch-all permission on the membership form will be reviewed with the 
GDPR policy.
DM will not circulate obviously commercial e-mails to all members, unless they are of unusual 
interest e.g. for local workshops.
        
7.    Succession
DG wants to carry on as PDI Secretary for the moment.  BT wants to retire as chairman at the 
end of next season.
We could continue with no official chairman, with DG and PD dividing hosting the evenings 
between them depending on who is busiest.  However, we should look out for a possible new 
chairman during this season.  PD suggested he should learn how to use the projector.

8.  Marking of Competitions
     There was no time remaining for this topic, but the committee agreed that it should be 
     discussed at the following meeting on 15th October.

9.  A.O.B
     DG would like to offer more workshops at North Frith this season and suggested this go 
on next meetingʼs agenda.
     DM reported back on Bat and Ball Station photography which is going well.  Sevenoaks 
Town Mayor expressed his thanks at the Private View of the Exhibition.  He said that the Clubʼs 
involvement was an important part of the Townʼs plans to record their heritage, which gained them 
their Heritage Lottery Fund grant.  The Town may want more Club involvement in future.

The meeting closed at 9.40 pm 
The next meeting was arranged for 7.30pm on 15th October

Signed  :                                                                       Date  :


